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REMProf is a professional tool
designed to quickly remove
local user profiles based on
specific criteria. It uses the

command-line switch to exclude
certain profiles. After writing the
specific names, users can also

choose to exclude any
particular user, or to delete all
of them by default. That means

the tool will not delete any
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profiles by mistake. All the
processes start automatically

without any user interaction. By
taking advantage of the

program's features, you may
remove local user profiles much

more quickly than using
graphical utilities. It is ideal for
any user with a low technical

understanding. How to use it In
Windows, there are various

ways to activate the utility. 1.
Prompt: Type REMProf in the

console window and press the
ENTER key. 2. Scheduled Task:
Set the program as a scheduled
task. There are different ways
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to activate the utility in Linux. 1.
KDE: Type eicu in a console and
press the ENTER key to start the

application. 2. Gnome: Type
remprof in a console and press

the ENTER key to start the
application. 3. You can also
activate the utility with the

command gnome-terminal -e
"remprof" or you can start the
program from a gnome menu.
What's New in Version 1.5: 1)
Improved stealth 2) Bug fix

What's New in Version 1.4: 1)
Bug fix (c)Copyright 2003-2017

- Gilbert Bastien. All rights
reserved. I have a computer
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running Windows 10 and i have
a folder that has space but i do

not have room on the hard drive
for the space and the folders full
size. Is it possible to remove the

folder contents and just keep
the hard drive space available? I
need to remove 7 user accounts

from all the profiles on my
laptop. I accidentally removed

them all before. I have the
credentials but not the

password to a couple of the
accounts. I tried to change the
password with my info but it
didn't work. How do I remove
these accounts? Removed all
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those folder after updated Vista
to Windows 7. The end result is
my VLC player could not play
any video files because none
was. It was totally stopped

working. On Vista I used to just
launch it from VLC program.
Now, I'm getting the same

results. There's a folder named
C:\xxx which contains hundreds

of files/folders (even though
there is only 10GB of free space

on the

REMProf Crack+ Free Download (Latest)

REMProf is a free Windows
utility designed to help you
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eliminate unused local user
profiles. The application is

simple to use, especially if you
are familiar with the console
text editor and onscreen line
editors. The advantage of this

utility over graphical
equivalents is that you do not

need to enter the configuration
settings and prompts of a

graphical interface, you only
need a command-line console.
REMProf can find and delete
unlinked and unused user

profiles, it will never overwrite
your own local files during the

process, in other words, it gives
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you the guarantee that you will
not lose any of your files.

REMProf: 1. The program allows
you to create linked images
based on your user name. 2.

You can specify the path where
the profiles are located. 3. You
can set a time limit to disable

profiles older than that, you can
also delete the profiles older

than that. You can also exclude
certain names from the delete.

Features: 1. The program is able
to find and delete local user

profiles that are not currently
linked to the system. 2. The

program will never delete your
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own user profiles, so there is no
need to create it twice. 3. An

error report dialog will be
provided if the program

encounters any problems, so
you need not to worry about the
safety of your files and system.
4. The program can delete all
the profiles based on the user

name or based on the user
name and age. 5. The program

also allows you to exclude
certain names from the

deletion. 6. The program does
not need to add registry

settings. Input and Output
Modes: - The program can be
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run in Input mode or Output
mode. In the Input mode, there
will be a startup menu, which

includes the following
parameters: (1)Link mode:
Specify the path where the
profiles are located. (2)Time

limit mode: Specify the amount
of time to delete the profiles, it
can be specified in days, weeks,

months, or years. (3)Exclude
age mode: Specify the

maximum age, such as there is
no need to delete the profiles

older than the maximum age. -
The program can also be run in
Output mode, in which case a
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message box will be displayed.
The options can be written in
the message box. - To locate
and delete specific profiles,

select the option "Locate and
b7e8fdf5c8
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REMProf Crack

REMProf is a command-line
utility designed to remove local
user profiles that are not
currently used by the system. It
can be manually activated from
a console window or
automatically by setting it as a
scheduled task. The tool
contains several useful switches
to customize preferences.
What's more, most command-
line utilities (like this one) do
not require installation, so they
can be saved to any part of the
disk or external drives to be
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treated as portable apps. Get a
list of all user profiles REMProf
is capable of displaying a list of
all user profiles which are not
currently in use. It supplies you
with several filters for deletion.
For example, you can delete all
profiles based on the user name
or just the ones which do not
have a user name association
(including abandoned profile
folders). Exclude any names
from deletion It is also possible
to eliminate profiles by taking
into account their age, as well
as to exclude specific users
(one or several) by writing their
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names. If there are no
parameters established,
REMProf deletes all unused
profiles by default. DEMO
FEATURES: Get a list of all user
profiles REMProf is capable of
displaying a list of all user
profiles which are not currently
in use. It supplies you with
several filters for deletion. For
example, you can delete all
profiles based on the user name
or just the ones which do not
have a user name association
(including abandoned profile
folders). Exclude any names
from deletion It is also possible
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to eliminate profiles by taking
into account their age, as well
as to exclude specific users
(one or several) by writing their
names. If there are no
parameters established,
REMProf deletes all unused
profiles by default. Desktop
widgets and shortcuts
Description: Removes user
profiles associated with desktop
shortcuts that have been
removed or moved from the
recent documents or personal
folder. Desktop widgets and
shortcuts Removes user profiles
associated with desktop
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shortcuts that have been
removed or moved from the
recent documents or personal
folder. RECOMENDED: Remove
Windows shortcuts that are
missing icons The following
instructions can help you to
remove the RemindMe Windows
shortcuts that are missing
icons. If the icon remains in the
system, try to remove the
shortcut from the user profile.
To solve the problem in general:
Go to %appdata%/Microsoft/Re
mindMe. Rename the folder (in
our test case, the program
name was in the
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What's New in the REMProf?

Use a console application to
remove all user profiles that are
not currently used by the
system. It can be manually
activated from a console
window or automatically by
setting it as a scheduled task.
The tool contains several useful
switches to customize
preferences. REMProf Pro
Features: It supports system
images that are located on
removable media, including
hard drives and USB storage
devices. Roots and fixes the
UNC path. If the user account
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under which REMProf runs does
not have the necessary rights to
access the drive containing the
image or does not contain a
user profile, REMProf will search
for another image on the same
drive. It makes use of the
AmsiRemoveEx Users files. If
the user account under which
REMProf runs does not have the
necessary rights to access the
file system used to store user
profiles, the software utility will
search for another
AmsiRemoveEx Users file. It
looks for abandoned user profile
folders. It analyzes the content
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of image drive in order to find a
list of folders that should be
removed. Evaluation and
conclusion REMProf is a
software tool to remove all
unused user profiles that do not
need to be used at the present
time. It is useful for image
cloning purposes and can be
used as a means to speed up
unneeded image removals.
REMProf Features: Excluding
any names from deletion.
Evaluation and conclusion If you
want to erase all unused user
profiles on the system, REMProf
is an apt utility. Although its
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specification number is just 58
KB, the software can generate a
list of all local user profiles and
remove unused user accounts
without any errors.If this is your
first visit, be sure to check out
the FAQ by clicking the link
above. You may have to register
before you can post: click the
register link above to proceed.
To start viewing messages,
select the forum that you want
to visit from the selection
below. Can I get an "Amen" for
the person who gave me a link
to this site and saved me some
time and nervousness. My wife
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had her 9 week ultrasound last
Friday so to cut a long story
short for the guy at the counter
who I thought had a problem...
but he just wanted to be extra
sure that it was a boy. Thank
God for internet and Aussie
sites. Just thought I might
mention it as his timing couldn't
have been more perfect. Nah, I
just paid the $6
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System Requirements For REMProf:

Windows XP Mac OS X 10.6
(Snow Leopard) or later Steam
Internet connection HD video
player 2 GB RAM 6 GB available
space Hardware Requirements:
In order to support both play on
Windows PCs and Macs, we are
supporting both Steam and
3Play for creating screenshots.
3Play for
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